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in the cube on the lower level oF builDing e15

 This workshop examines contemporary art and design as knowledge production that integrates a 

research component. We explore bodywear as body extension and expanded sensorium to serve and support 

the human body under unusual conditions such as hot and cold climates, living under water, etc. 

 Our aim is to develop prototypes that are transformable or multifunctional and expand the notion of 

the boundary between the body and environment. What kind of second skin would be required to survive 

walking through a volcano or to stay a few weeks in a glacier? This involves experimentation with various 

materials, textiles and technologies. 

 The class will include research, readings, individual and collective projects and presentations 

supplemented by field trips, screenings, and a lecture series to study the work of artists and designers such 

as Lucy Orta, Moreno Ferrari, and others. Films ranging from Western Deep by Steve McQueen, Lessons of 

Darkness by Werner Hertzog, Dark Days by Marc Singer, to classics such as Journey to the Center of the Earth 

or 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea will enhance our discussions.

 Furthermore, we will investigate research done in MIT labs such as that of Aeronautics and Astronautics; 

Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences; and the Institute for Soldier Nanotechnologies.

Second Skin / Bodywear: Advanced Workshop in Artistic Practice and Transdisciplinary Research.

Professor: Ute Meta Bauer

Teaching Assistant: Matthew Bunza

Media Assistants: Christopher Clepper & Martin Seymour

Funded (in part) by the Council for the Arts at MIT



the give me shelter  lecture series Draws together sPeakers From DiFFerent DisciPlines to Discuss questions such as: how can boDywear Function 

as boDy extension or to suPPort the human boDy unDer unusual conDitions such as hot anD colD climates? how can we exPanD the notion oF the 

bounDary between the boDy anD environment? what kinD oF seconD skin woulD be requireD to survive walking through a volcano, living unDer water, 

or visiting outer sPace? how Does clothing contribute to the question oF the Protection oF enDangereD PeoPles anD environments?

the act monDay night lecture series is organizeD this term as Part oF the act course oF ProFessor ute meta bauer, seconD skin / boDy wear. 

artistic research anD transDisciPlinary stuDies, in collaboration with the PerFormance workshoP oF ProFessor Joan Jonas anD introDuction to 

networkeD cultures oF lecturer nitin sawhney.

the lecture series is Free anD oPen to the Public.

 

SERIES SCHEDULE:

9/13/10 - CLImatE CHangES In SCIEnCE FaSHIon

ELkE gaUgELE

as Future technologies oF the moDern augmenteD selF anD its geoPolitical extensions, Proactive clothing was First anticiPateD at the turn oF the 

century in PoPular culture, science Fiction anD art. since the 1960s, this question has become a FixeD Part oF the cyborg Discourse while “science 

Fashions” were shiFting From astronautics anD military research to wearable comPuting anD smart clothes. the Political climate also changeD since the 

colD war. artists, architects anD Fashion Designers starteD to create climate caPsules, green wearables anD interactive research anD communication 

tools For climate activists. gaugele will reFlect uPon these climate changes in “science Fashion” anD Discusses DiFFerent Points oF DeParture For its 

contemPorary artistic research. elke gaugele is a cultural anthroPologist anD ProFessor oF Fashions anD styles at the acaDemy oF Fine arts in vienna, 

austria.

09/20/10 - Com(mEnt)IC: WonDERSUItS, FaSt SkIn, PoISon Ivy

REgIna maRIa moELLER

comic suPerheroes Dress in hightech suits that suPPort their hyPeractivities with magic Powers. are these “wonDersuits” Fictional? or have they become 

moDels For current “seconD skin” DeveloPments incluDing survival anD PerFormance enhancement suits worn by astronauts, athletes, anD others? 

moeller also Discusses the Power oF nature as PersoniFieD by the Dc comics suPervillainess, Poison ivy, a key Figure in her exhibition, emboDiment - 

Dress Plot. regina maria möller is a german artist, author, FounDer oF the magazine regina, anD creator oF the label “emboDiment.” she is a ProFessor 

at the tronDheim acaDemy oF Fine art / Faculty oF architecture anD Fine art at the norwegian university oF science anDtechnology.

09//27/10 - 21St CEntURy LIvIng In tHE amazon: In tHE oRDER oF CHaoS

LaURa anDERSon BaRBata 

laura anDerson barbata workeD with the yanomami PeoPle oF the venezuelan amazon rainForest, teaching them to make PaPer anD books so they 

coulD write their own history. their First book shaPono tells the story oF the goDs omawe anD yoawe who taught the yanomami how to builD their 

home as a communal Dwelling. contact with outsiDers has brought with it inDustrializeD materials anD solutions integrateD by the yanomami into 

their builDing techniques, homes anD liFestyle, Posing new challenges anD Problems For traDitional tight-knit communities. barbata will also Discuss 

her ProJect, moko Jumbies, which has engageD at-risk youth in in triniDaD anD tobago in the Practice oF an ancient traDition in community-Driven 

cultural activities to suPPort a strong sense oF iDentity. barbata is a ProFessor at the escuela nacional De escultura, Pintura y grabaDo la esmeralDa 

oF the instituto nacional De bellas artes, méxico.

10/04/10 - tIERRa BRILLantE

omaR FogLIo anD JoSE LUIS FIgUERoa

bulbo, a tiJuana- anD los angeles-baseD meDia collective, exPlores cultural, artistic anD everyDay themes oFten overlookeD or unDer-rePresenteD in 

mass meDia. their Documentary, tierra brilliante (“the brightest glaze”) sPotlights leaD Poisoning suFFereD by Practitioners oF traDitional ceramics in 

mexico. omar Foglio has taught research methoDology, communications theory anD courses on music anD culture at the school oF humanities  oF 

universiDaD autónoma De baJa caliFornia anD at universiDaD iberoamericana Plantel noroeste. Jose luis Figueroa has been a trial lawyer anD art 

instructor. he co-DirecteD tierra brillante, anD omar Folgio was in charge oF ProDuction For the same Film. tierra brillante is a co-ProDuction 

between galatea anD the mexican institute oF cinema (imcine).

10/18/10 - SEConD SkIn BIo-SUIt

Dava nEWman

with suPPort From the nasa institute For aDvanceD concePts anD trotti & assoc. inc., cambriDge, mass., the biosuit was DeveloPeD to ProviDe a 

‘seconD skin’ caPability For astronaut PerFormance. Processes such as electrosPinning anD melt-blowing have been useD to DeveloP Fibers For the suit. 

a current mockuP uses nylon, sPanDex anD urethane layers with varieD ProPerties anD electronics incorPorateD into the suit anD helmet materials 

that can have “smart textile” Functions relating to Physiology (thermal comFort), communications anD sPatial orientation. sPace suit research can 

leaD to imProvements in the quality oF liFe here on earth, too, through aDvances in orthotics that can helP chilDren with cerebral Palsy anD ‘smart 

orthoses’ For stroke Patients. Dava J. newman is ProFessor oF aeronautics anD astronautics anD engineering systems at mit she assisteD nasa in 

DeveloPing the bio-suit.

10/25/10 - SoFt, SmaRt & StEaLtHy: nEW PaRaDIgmS FoR DESIgn PRaCtICE

SHEILa kEnnEDy

sheila kenneDy will Present recent research anD work. sheila kenneDy is a PrinciPal oF kenneDy & violich architecture ltD. (kva), an interDisciPlinary 

Design Practice that exPlores the relationshiPs between architecture, Digital technology anD emerging Public neeDs. recent ProJects at kva incluDe 

the iba-hamburg soFt house in germany, the law school at university oF Pennsylvania, harvarD university’s DePartment oF Film anD viDeo, 

anD the east river Public Ferry terminal at 34th street in manhattan. the work oF kva has been recognizeD by national Design excellence awarDs 

From the american institute oF architecture, Progressive architecture awarDs, inDustrial Design excellence awarDs, the gooD Design awarD From 

the chicago athenaeum, the green council’s national builDing innovation awarD anD the Public work awarD oF the national enDowment For 

the arts. she is a ProFessor oF the Practice, architectural Design at mit.

11/01/10 - BUILD yoUR oWn WoRLD

StEvE DIEtz

steve Dietz is the artistic Director oF zer01 which ProDuces the 01sJ biennial, DeDicateD to insPiring creativity at the intersection oF art, technology 

anD Digital culture. Dietz is a serial PlatForm creator. he Previously FounDeD northern lights, anD is the Former curator oF new meDia at the 

walker art center in minneaPolis, minnesota, where he FounDeD the new meDia initiatives DePartment in 1996, the online art gallery 9 anD Digital 

art stuDy collection. Dietz FounDeD one oF the earliest, museum-baseD, inDePenDent new meDia Programs at the smithsonian american art museum 

in 1992.

11/08/10 - mEtaBoLIC StUDIo

LaUREn Bon

lauren bon will talk about current ProJects with her metabolic stuDio, incluDing silver anD water, a Film maDe out oF the silver anD water 

historically mineD out oF the owens river valley. the Film—to be releaseD in november 13, 2013, to commemorate the 100th anniversary oF the 

oPening oF the los angeles river PiPeline—is Physically maDe out oF the materials oF the valley anD DeveloPeD with the trona excavateD From the 

Dry lakebeD. she will also Discuss the anabolic monument. the monument is at the site where notacornFielD was locateD—at the other enD oF the 

l.a. river, some 240 miles away. her talk will aDDress how these metabolic works use creative enDeavor to galvanize social anD Political transition 

within comPlex bureaucracies such the DePartment oF water anD Power anD the state Park system. lauren bon is an artist anD mit alumna. her 

metabolic stuDio is baseD in los angeles.



Manyan Lam   Architecture  

Matthew Everett Lawson  Art Culture and Technology

Marie McGraw   Mechanical and Ocean Engineering 

Amanda Moore   Art Culture and Technology  

Mavis Yip Ho Kwan  Architecture 

Kian Yam Hui Lam  Architecture   

Elizabeth Anne Watkins  Art Culture and Technology 

Scott Ferebee   Architecture

Nancy Kim   Architecture

Alex Marshall   Architecture   

Scott Berzofsky   Art Culture and Technology 

Leah Brunetto   Architecture   

Miho Chu   Architecture   

Theodossis Issaias  Architecture  

Mabel Negrete   Art Culture and Technology 

Maryam Eskandari  Aga Khan Program in Islamic Architecture

Jeremy Green   Architecture (Harvard GSD) 

Emily Tow   Mechanical Engineering   

Gerhard van der Linde   Architecture  

Sarah Hovsepian  Architecture

Jae Kyung Kim   Architecture

Chris Malcolm   Architecture

Katia Zolotovsky   Art Culture and Technology

PaRtICIPatIng StUDEntS: DIStIngUISHED gUESt CRItICS:

Azra Aksamija is an artist and architectural historian. She holds degrees in architecture from the Technical University Graz, Austria and Princeton University and is currently a Ph.D. 

candidate at the Department of Architecture, MIT (HTC Section / Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture). Her broader artistic and academic practice explores representation of 

Islam in the West, spatial mediation of conflicts over identity, and cultural interaction through architecture. Her interdisciplinary projects have been published and exhibited in various 

international venues, most recently at the Secession Vienna (2007), Manifesta 7 (2008), Stoom, The Hague (2009), and the Royal Academy of Arts in London (2010).

Leah Buechley is an Assistant Professor at the MIT Media Lab where she directs the High-Low Tech research group. The High-Low Tech group explores the integration of high and 

low technology from cultural, material, and practical perspectives with the goal of engaging diverse groups of people in developing their own technologies. Leah received PhD 

and MS degrees in computer science from the University of Colorado at Boulder and a BA in physics from Skidmore College.

Jeff Lieberman explores the connections between the arts and sciences, and the potential future of human consciousness. He hosts ‘Time Warp’ on the Discovery Channel, using 

technology to see beyond the limits of our normal human perception. He composes music in the duo gloobic, and has performed in Carnegie Hall. He shows technological 

sculptures around the world, to bring people an emotional and mystical connection with science and the universe. Having finished four degrees at MIT (BS: Physics, Math, MS: 

Mech. Engineering, Media Arts and Sciences), he is exploring the applications of technology to evolving and shifting human consciousness.

Nomeda Urbonas is an artist working collectively with Gediminas Urbonas. The team has established an international reputation for socially interactive and interdisciplinary 

practice exploring the conflicts and contradictions posed by the economic, social, and political conditions in the former Soviet countries. Urbonas are the cofounders of JUTEMPUS 

interdisciplinary art program, VILMA (Vilnius Interdisciplinary Lab for Media Art), and VOICE, a net based publication on media culture. They have exhibited at the San Paulo, 

Berlin, Moscow and Gwangju Biennales, Manifesta 4 - and at Documenta 11 - among numerous other international shows, including a solo show at the 52nd Venice Biennale 

and MACBA in Barcelona. They have been awarded a number of high level grants and residency awards, including the Lithuanian National Prize for achievements in the arts 

and culture (2007); a Prize for the Best International Artist at the Gwangju Biennale (2006); and a Honourable Mention to a National pavilion at the 52nd Venice Biennale (2007). 

Since 2008 Nomeda is a PHD research fellow at NTNU, Norwegian University for Science and Technology, Faculty of Architecture and Fine Art.

Adam Whiton is a researcher and PhD candidate at the MIT Media Lab researching the complex relationships between the body and technology. His current focus is in developing 

a sartorial method for wearable technologies. He develops clothing and textiles embedded with electronics and computation using the study of human factors, robotics and social 

theory to inform his design process. He also holds a BFA from the Rhode Island School of Design, where he studied mechanical and industrial design, and is a member of the 

Interrogative Media Group at MIT.

Yanni Loukissas is a designer and researcher, currently working with the Laboratory for Automation, Robotics, and Society at MIT.  He holds a Ph.D in Design and Computation from 

MIT, a Master of Science in Architectural Studies from MIT, and a Bachelor of Architecture from Cornell University.  While at MIT he was a Presidential Fellow, a National Science 

Foundation pre-doctoral fellow, a member of the Initiative on Technology and Self, and a Research Assistant at the MIT Media Lab’s Center for Bits and Atoms.  

Jae Rhim Lee is a visual artist and designer based in Cambridge, MA. Lee received a Master of Science in Visual Studies from MIT in 2006. Her work proposes unorthodox relationships 

between the mind/body/self and the built and natural environment which challenge the boundaries between self and other prescribed by society and culture. Lee’s long term 

projects follow a research methodology which includes self-examination, transdisciplinary immersion and dialogue, and diy-design, ultimately taking the form of living units, furniture, 

wearables, recycling systems, and personal and social interventions. Lee’s current project, the Infinity Burial Project, proposes alternatives for the post-mortem body and features the 

training of a unique strain of an edible mushroom to decompose and remediate toxins in human tissue, the development of a decomposition ‘kit,’ and a membership society devoted 

to the promotion of death acceptance and the cultivation of decomposing organisms.

Jegan Vincent de Paul is a transdisciplinary artist and freelance graphic designer. He has worked with internationally recognized designers and artists in China, Brazil, the United 

States, and Canada, including LO-TEK, Ai Weiwei, Antonio Muntadas, Krzysztof Wodiczko and international curator Ute Meta Bauer. His work has been exhibited in numerous 

galleries and media channels, including the New York Times. He holds a Master of Architecture from the University of Toronto, and a Master of Science in Visual Studies from MIT.
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EXTREME : DARKNESS



OVERVIEW + CONCEPT

Historically, civilizations did not always have the luxury of artificial 
illumination.  When the sun set, the day activities that functioned only with 
light ceased and night activities began.  With the rise of industrialization, 
civilizations could engage in certain activities such as reading and 
exploring at night.  This research takes darkness as a potential extreme 
environment.  It investigates alternate methods of navigating and 
communicating without sight and any aids in sight such as illumination.  
The scenarios we are analysing include absolute darkness in nature, 
man-made environments and darkness in the perspective of the blind 
community.  Some examples of total darkness in nature are remote 
wilderness and the center of the Pacific or Atlantic Ocean, where no 
artificial light can be found.  An urban environment of darkness is the case 
of a black-out.  And a deeper study into the skills of nocturnal animals 
serve as precedents to prospective tactics that humans could acquire.  
Examining existing way-finding manners of the blind also aid in furthering 
the reality of our proposals.   

In the presence of light, eyesight for the majority of people is the primary 
sense, but in the absence of light hearing and feeling become significant 
channels of navigating much like nocturnal animals.  Camouflage also 
becomes an approach to surviving in the night.  Various navigation and 
communication mechanisms are tested to envision surviving in complete 
darkness without the sense of eyesight, which . 

In the absence of light, objects become figures and silhouettes.  Color is 
no longer as visible and objects fall into an achromatic scale of grey.  
Situating and communicating become challenging with sight.  Peripheral 
vision becomes more essential in detecting movement. The lack of light 
calls for a sharpening of hearing and touching.  A group of blind 
individuals have acquired a skill called human echolocation.   

DARKNESS AS AN EXTREME ENVIRONMENT
In what ways could humans communicate and navigate in complete darkness?

UNITED STATES LIGHT POLLUTION

ITALO CALVINO   INVISIBLE CITIES
Cities & Desire 5

    From there, after six days and seven nights, you arrive at 
Zobeide, the white city, well exposed to the moon, with streets 
wound about themselves as in a skein. They tell this tale of its 
foundation: men of various nations had an identical dream. 
They saw a woman running at night through an unknown city; 
she was seen from behind, with long hair, and she was naked. 
They dreamed of pursuing her. As they twisted and turned, 
each of them lost her. After the dream, they set out in search of 
that city; they never found it, but they found one another; they 
decided to build a city like the one in the dream. In laying out 
the streets, each followed the course of his pursuit; at the spot 
where they had lost the fugitive's trail, they arranged spaces 
and walls differently from the dream, so she would be unable 
to escape again.
    This was the city of Zobeide, where they settled, waiting for 
that scene to be repeated one night. None of them, asleep or 
awake, ever saw the woman again. The city's streets were 
streets where they went to work every day, with no link any 
more to the dreamed chase. Which, for that matter, had long 
been forgotten.
    New men arrived from other lands, having had a dream like 
theirs, and in the city of Zobeide, they recognized something 
from the streets of the dream, and they changed the positions 
of arcades and stairways to resemble more closely the path of 
the pursued woman and so, at the spot where she had 
vanished, there would remain no avenue of escape.
    The first to arrive could not understand what drew these 
people to Zobeide, this ugly city, this trap. 



VISUAL LOCATION 
VISUAL ORIENTATION AND PROXIMITY VISION = TOUCH THE HUMAN FORM

THE “GHILLIE” SUIT
CAMOUFLAGE IN DARKNESS

VISIBLE EMOTION

EMOTION IN DARKNESS 
SONIC, LUMINESCENT, RADIANT  

VISIBLE DEFENSE

360° DEFENSE

DARK
LIGHT

TOUCH = TASTE, SMELL, VISION
ECHO LOCATION
ORIENTATION, PROXIMITY, DENSITY 

SCENARIOS :  MEANS OF PERCEPTION



HUMAN ECHO LOCATION

 

click. click. click. click.

CAVEFISH Amblyopsis Spelaea BAT Microchiroptera

One group of blind individuals who navigate by echo location is called Team Bat. 
They rely largely on echoes from the clicking of their tongues to di�erentiate 
between spaces.

PRECEDENTS :  NATURAL WORLD

OWL Tyto alba

MICRO
CONTROLLER

SENSING PROXIMITY

Cave�sh (blind �sh) have no eyes or pigmentation due to 
having adapted to complete absence of light in caves. They 
navigate the water via sensory papillae on their skin.

Bats use echo location to navigate; they are blind and they rely 
on large ear holes that enable them to way�nd via sonar detec-
tion. They produce sounds similar to owls, which re�ect o� 
objects in the distance and are used to di�erentiate proximity, 
scale, and density of objects in their environment.

Owls utilize “�loplumes,” or feelers, made up of dull coloration, 
to blend in with various surroundings. Owls also have a wide 
range of vocalization, from hoots, whistles, screeches, screams, 
purrs, snorts, chitters, and hisses. Owls interpret a clicking noise 
(able to be simulated by humans) as a threat display.



MATERIALITY OF A TYPICAL URBAN ENVIRONMENT

VERTICAL

DIRECTIONALITY   PHYSICALITY     MATERIALITY     POROSITY  LEVEL OF ABSORPTION/ 
                         SOUND REFLECTIVITY

BUILDINGS

STREET FURNITURE (LAMP 
POSTS)

VOID SPACES (ALLEYS)

TREES

GLASS, BRICK, STONE, METAL

METAL, PAINTED SURFACES

AIR

CELLULOSE

MEDIUM TO HIGH REFLECTIVITY

MOSTLY HIGH REFLECTIVITY

HIGH ABSORPTION

MEDIUM ABSORPTION

MEDIUM REFLECTIVITY 

HIGH REFLECTIVITY

HIGH ABSORPTION

MEDIUM ABSORPTION

HIGH REFLECTIVITY

HIGH REFLECTIVITY

MEDIUM ABSORPTION

LOW

LOW

HIGH

MEDIUM

HIGH

LOW

HIGH 

HIGH

LOW

LOW

HIGH

ASPHALT, VEGETATION, WATER

METAL, PAINTED SURFACES, GLASS, 
WOOD

SOIL, PLANTS, CELLULOSE

FIBERS, SKIN

METAL, PAINTED SURFACES, GLASS

METAL, PAINTED SURFACES, GLASS

WATER  ( LIQUID / SOLID )

GROUND

PEDESTRIAN LEVEL 
STOREFRONTS

VEGETATION

PEOPLE

CARS

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
 VEHICLES

PRECIPITATION

HORIZONTAL

TRANSIENT



PROTOTYPES + EXPERIMENTS

SONIC SENSORY TRAINING HOOD

STUDIES IN TRIANGULATION, PATTERNING AND PANELIZING

MATERIAL STUDIES: CONES FOR SOUND AMPLIFICATION
AND DAMPENING 

FIRST MOCK-UP:  EXPLORATION INTO CREATING A DARK ENVIRONMENT + CAMOUFLAGE IN DARKNESS

FIELD TEST: FINDING THE SOURCE OF MUSIC AFTER BEING DISORIENTED THROUGH 360 DEGREE SPINS
THE GOAL: TO NAVIGATE SPACE WITHOUT A RELIANCE ON VISION; TO TRAIN OUR AUDITORY PERCEPTION



KEY

SUBJECT PATH

OBSERVER

WALL 
(MATERIAL 1)

OBJECT
(MATERIAL 2)

HUMAN WHISPER

ECHO
(WALL/OBJECT AHEAD)

SOUND SOURCE
(ie CELL PHONE)

SOUND EMITTED
(TEST FOR ECHO)

SUBJECT LOCATION 

SOUNDS IN DARKNESS

TESTING SCENARIOS :  OPEN HOUSE PROTOTYPES
ROOM IN LIGHT

1: SUBJECT ENTERS ROOM 2: SUBJECT LOCATES PHONE 
RING

3: SUBJECT DETECTS WHISPER-
ING
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EXTREME : BLUE HOLE



EXTREME ENVIRONMENT: 
BLUE HOLES
UNKNOWN TERRITORY OF MIND AND 
SPACE 

THE JOURNEY DOWN THE BLUE HOLE IS BOTH A 
SCIENTIFIC PROGRESSION EXHIBITING CHANGES IN 
PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, SALINITY, ETC., AS WELL 
AS AN EVOLUTION OF MENTAL PERCEPTION. SENSORY 
DEPRIVATION INCREASES AS ONE DELVES DEEPER 
INTO THE BLUE HOLE. THUS OUR OWN PROJECT IS A 
BI-FACETED EXPLORATION OF HOW ONE SURVIVES THE 
PHYSICAL ELEMENTS OF THE BLUE HOLE AND THE 
PSYCHOLOGYICAL EXTREMITIES INHERENTLY TIED TO 
THIS ENVIRONMENT.



PERCEPTION OF MIND & MATTER

THERE IS A TEMPTATION TO EXPLORE SUCH UN-
KNOWN TERRITORY, WHICH PROMISES ARCHAEO-
LOGICAL CLUES WHICH CAN BRING US CLOSER TO 
OUR ORIGIN. THE SPACE IS ONE THAT IS NEITHER 
REGRESSING NOR PROGRESSING, EXISTING MUCH 
LIKE A TIME CAPSULE.  UPON PENETRATION OF 
THIS FORBIDDEN SPACE, WE WILL BE PLAGUED 
WITH A NUMBER OF PHYSICAL AND PERCEPTUAL 
CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS.



insight
the price of discovery- does it protect, save us, and if so, what does it do
a second skin allowing one to do further
endurance factor - the value trade off between discovery and body damage - how do we minimize those. 

PROCESS & THOUGHTS

survival
an alternative to the 
traditional oxygen tank 
bodysuit that lends 
itself to cumbersome 
accidents (often fatal), 
we propose a solution 
through solid oxygen 
tablets. its container of 
insulation responds to 
the elemental properties 
(boiling point, 
vaporization) such that 
vapor is released at a 
rate for one to breathe. 
capsules of oxygen can be 
incorporated into the 
suit itself. research 
stemmed off NASA - where 
they seek to mine 
oxygen/nitrogen solids in 
celestial bodies and send 
microwave pulses so as to 
release the gas.   



SECOND SKIN

INITIALLY, WE HAD HOPED TO DEVELOP A SECOND 
SKIN THAT WOULD ALLOW A PERSON TO SURVIVE 
IN AND EXPLORE OUR BLUE HOLE ENVIRONMENT.  
HOWEVER, WE CAME TO REALIZE THAT SUCH A SKIN 
WAS NOT REALLY WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THE CLASS.  
WE DECIDED TO CHANGE OUR APPROACH.  INSTEAD 
OF DEVELOPING A SECOND SKIN THAT WOULD PUT THE 
BODY IN THE ENVIRONMENT, WE CHOSE TO DEVELOP A 
SECOND SKIN THAT WOULD BRING THE ENVIRONMENT 
TO THE BODY. OUR SECOND SKIN WOULD ENVELOP 
THE BODY AND IMMERSE IT IN AN ENVIRONMENT 
THAT WOULD SIMULATE THE PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS OF BLUE HOLE EXPLORATION. INSPIRED BY 
THE EFFECTS OF NITROGEN NARCOSIS AND BY OUR 
OWN PERSONAL MUSINGS ON THE ISOLATIONISM AND 
TIME-TRANSCENDENT NATURES OF THE BLUE HOLE, 
WE DECIDED TO EXPERIMENT WITH CONTROLLING 
VARIOUS ASPECTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT--SHAPE, 
PRESSURE, LIGHT, COLOR, AIR SUPPLY, SOUND. 



ENVIRONMENT





EXTREME : AIR



Carbon dioxide statistics

10,000 miles in one year releases 5.5 tons of 

carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.

approximately 100 years.

-

phere by photosynthesis in plants and by dis-

solving in water, especially on the surface of 

oceans.

Electricity Generation: The process of generating electricity is the single largest source of CO2 emissions in the 

- both regulated utilities and other entities (e.g., independent power producers, cogenerators, etc.). Total national 

-

tricity.

The industrial sector engages in activities such as manufacturing, construction and mining. Within manufacturing, six 

represent the majority of energy use.

1. 2. 3.

the  endless  search  for  a  breath  of  
clean  air...  
On a fate of bad luck these anti-heroes are now on a mission to 

a  fable  for  extreme  smoky  environments



de_generators

Secondary  Lung:  
Filter  for  you  and  your  environment

Filter  +  Megaphone:
Filter  the  air  but  don’t  filter  your  opinions

Shoulderwear
For  most  sunlight

3)  A  substrate  for  a  chemical  reaction/regenerative  process  (e.g.    aerogels)2)  A  trigger  for  contaminated  air  

1st  Generation  of  Ideas:Initial  Research

These  devices  operate  on  a  utilitarian  level,  by  absorbing,  

level,  as  tools  for  performative  interventions  in  public  
space.  

Our  interventions  use  parody,  playfulness  and  poetics  to  
creatively  disrupt  everyday  life  and  communicate  a  critical  
perspective  of  the  urban  environment.  We  have  utilized  low-
cost,  recycled  materials  and  DIY  design  techniques  so  that  
these  devices  can  be  easily  produced  and  distributed.

The  body  with  these  wears  will  have  an  active  role  in  
navigating  and  neutralizing  this  extreme  environment.  It  
may,  for  instance,  work  to  clear  a  visible  and  safe  path  in  
a  heavy  cloud  of  smoke,  or  collect  particulate  matter  as  the  
wearer  moves  through.

The  bodywear  could  function  as:

2)  A  trigger  for  contaminated  air
3)  A  substrate  for  a  chemical  reaction/regenerative  process
(e.g.  aerogels)

Extreme  Smoky  Environments

Goals:

The  body  wear  we  have  developed  responds  to  conditions  of  

in  the  atmosphere)  found  in  the  cityscape.

Problem:



When he was young he was a victim of hypercapnia This unfortunate 

incident gave him the amazing ability to tolerate high concentra-

tions of carbon dioxide

When he was young he was a victim of hypercapnia This unfortunate 

incident gave him the amazing ability to tolerate high concentra-

tions of carbon dioxide
1+1=3
the story of Robix, a professional enviromental 
activist

Carbon trading is inadequate for the struggle against 

Climate Change. 

1. Carbon trading is a source of windfall profits for 

polluting sectors. They invest little or none of that 

profit in low carbon technologies, and instead try to 

slow or delay the implementation of climate policy.

2. Carbon trading is a new source of social inequal-

ity, and thus of potential social unrest that could 

thwart the climate change mitigation policy.

3. Carbon trading is also a source of North-South in-

equality that could undermine climate change mitigation 

policy. In particular, linking emissions trading and the 

-

mon but differentiated responsibility at risk.

4. The allocation of emission rights amounts to an 

unprecedented distribution of property rights in the 

carbon cycle and its regulation, and thus on life it-

self. This is socially and geographically unfair.

5. Because it is a purely quantitative measure, cost-

effectiveness can not take into account the qualitative 

aspects of the essential energy revolution, nor its glo-

bal rationality on the long term.

MISSION

3.

Fresh  Air

Jump!



Can  my  mucus  and  saliva  with  a  

emissions  from  scaping  the  box?

Experiment  1.1

Emission  
Catcher

Filters  w/  
Human  Mucus  
to  catch  and  
prevent  particle  
emissions  
from  entering  
temporarely  the  
protective  mask.

Removable  
Aroma  
Tranquilizers

*Therapeutic    
properties  

Antiseptic,  
circulatory  
stimulant;;  
relieves    muscle  
spasms  and  
cramping

<  For  Everyday  Use  >

viscous  catchers



2nd  Generation  of  Ideas:

Lavender  comes  from  the  Latin  “to  clean”,  and  is  a  therapeutic  herb  that  calms  and  
helps  to  clear  the  sinuses.  In  this  performance,  Lady  Lavender  is  a  mythic  character  

spaces  as  an  act  symbolic  of  cleaning  air.The  airplanes  can  caught  by  humans  and  then  

an  airplane  hits  the  ground,  it  can  be  imagined  to  sink  through  the  Earth  over  time,  
planting  seeds  into  the  ground  to  grow  new  lavender  plants  (propogating  a  cycle).  The  
rice  paper  each  plane  is  made  of,  as  well  as  the  honey  that  adheres  lavender  to  it,  
is  completely  biodegradable.  This  movement  of  this  body  wear  through  extreme  polluted  
air  and  the  Earth  complements  the  other  prototypes  in  which  air  travels  within  the  
body  wear  expressively.

inside.  The  lavender-concentrated  spots  should  line  up  with  the  bottom  of  the  nose  
and  their  placement  on  the  fold’s  “valley”  informs  which  side  of  the  mask  goes  
over  the  nose  and  which  is  on  the  exterior.  The  bottom  of  the  mask  can  be  closed  
by  pinching  it,  imitating  the  comical  gesture  of  pinching  one’s  nose  in  a  smelly  
environment.

Lavander  Paper  Airplane  Masks



Viscous  Catchers  

with  Air  purifying  Bellows

beloved  Cherry  Tree



Second Skin / Body Wear: Adv. Workshop in Artistic Practice & Transdisciplinary Research

BIOGRAPHIES:

Scott Berzofsky is an SMVisS candidate in the MIT Program in Art, Culture and Technology. His current 
research examines the politics of sustainability in art and design since the 1970s, focusing specifi cally 
on the legacy of Gyorgy Kepes and the Center for Advanced Visual Studies at MIT. From 2005-10, Scott 
lived and worked in Baltimore, where he co-organized several artistic and activist initiatives including 
campbaltimore, Participation Park, The City from Below and STEW. His writing has appeared in Third 
Text, Critical Planning and The Journal of Aesthetics and Protest.

Leah Brunetto is a third year undergraduate in the Department of Architecture, completing her degree 
through the ACT program. In conjunction to her coursework at MIT, she maintains an independent port-
folio, working in 2-, 3-, and 4-dimensional media with an emphasis on personal narrative, dreams and 
emotions, the observed and imagined universe, and interdisciplinary studies. She has participated in solo 
and group exhibitions, and curates the MIT Wiesner Student Art Gallery. Leah has had the opportunity to 
participate in several design projects through MIT’s UROP program, including a landscape installation at 
MassMoCA due for next fall.

Miho Chu received her BFA in environmental design in Korea, and currently she is a graduate student in 
the department if architecture at MIT. With her previous experiences in landscape, interior and architec-
tural design, she is pursuing to study design possibilities that technology and interactive media can bring 
in to the fi eld. She took scripting and computational design classes at MIT and assisted Professor Beth 
Coleman on geo-locative art proposal during the summer in 2009. This semester, Miho’s studio explores 
the new type of architecture projecting for the sea level rise on 2030. Global warming and climate change 
in the near future will bring a shift to the lifestyle which will be proposed by designers and architects. Dur-
ing the “second skin/body wear” workshop, with a group of collaborators, she will research social and 
environmental extreme conditions and propose a body wear, in an architects’ view for protection.

 
Theodossis Issaias is a Graduate student at MIT in SMarchS program- architecture and urbanism. He 
received his diploma in architecture from the National Technical University of Athens.  He collaborated 
with interdisciplinary art collectives (Matter-of-act, Exis)   primarily focused in performance and contem-
porary dance and he was the co-founder member of the Athens based intermediate performance group 
“Flight of the Balloon”. At MIT he was part of the Autism Studio founded by artist Wendy Jacob, an experi-
mental research Laboratory at the Center of Advanced Visual Studies, where he collaborated with autistic 
youth and their families to create art works designed to challenge dominant neurotypical conventions of 
how spaces, objects and situations are ordered. His project included clothing that increase body aware-
ness and question the idea of normalcy and a set of games based in the autistic experience. As a continu-
ation to his previous research and practice he is willing to explore through the Second Skin Workshop the 
possibilities of body wear as the body extension and medium of communication and adaptation with the 
surrounding environment physical and social. 

Mabel Negrete is a resident of the USA since 1988, where she earned an Interdisciplinary Art degree with 
a concentration in Public Art, Multimedia and Education from the San Francisco Art Institute (2006). This 
will be her second year of graduate work at MIT Program of Art, Culture and Technology (former Visual 
Art Program), School of Architecture and Planning. Working from her studio and participatory process The 
Counter Narrative Society, she is researching creative counter narratives as systems for critical social en-
gagement to address disparate ideas about mass punishment and inequality in the USA. Before coming 
to MIT, she had been working in the development of the Sensible Housing Unit (SHU) project, which is a 
tactical object that engages audiences in critical dialogue about the human rights issues of prison control 
units. She has presented this project at the University of San Francisco (2009), Mission Cultural Center for 
the Latino Art (2009) and the Mission Arts Performance Project (2008). She is currently a nominee for the 
Bridge Residence 2010-11 (Headlands Center for the Arts) and a recipient of the MIT Presidential Award 
2009-10 and MIT Department of Architecture Fellowship 2010-11. Upon graduation she expects to return 
to San Francisco, where she would like to pursue a career in Academia and Critical Arts.



EXTREME : CROWD
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Pick Your Sense

Basic

calm me down

calm me down
calm me down

calm me down

calm me down

Sense 01
Sight

Sense 03
Hearing

Sense 04
memory

calm me down

Sense 02
Touch/ Scent



extremecrowd
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Basic
inflatable vest + Hacking/Combinations

Front

Before

After

Back

200d  terylene

oxford  textile

200d  terylene

oxford  textile

Lanyard

Lanyard  Handle

Lanyard  Handle

Specifications:

Function: Protection of Physiologically Sensitive 
Areas

Sense: Basic in all Packages

Material: Inflatable Plastics

Control: Manual and Automatic

Principles: Some areas on the body are particularly 
subject to the pressure of a crowd, 
especially the neck and the
base of the spine. This garment can be 
inflated into a life jacket with a small hand-
pump, providing cushioning and
protection. This basic unit is included with 
all of the other Sensory packages.

extremecrowd
!
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Basic
inflatable vest + Hacking/Combinations

Manual Inflation mechanism

Before After
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calm me down

calm me down
calm me down

calm me down

calm me down

Sense 02
Sight
Specifications:

Function: Protection of potential danger area at 
body (e.g. neck, end of spinal cord) 

Sense: Sight 

Material: Thermochromatic Patch

Control: Automatic

Principles: This garment implements research in 
physiological indicators of stress as a 
visual signal of discomfort. As
the wearer grows nervous or agitated 
in a crowd, their heart rate speeds and 
their body temperature increases.
This is when the patch reacts to the 
rising temperature and changes color 
to display the words “Calm Me Down!”
This will help others in the crowd see 
the agitation of the person, which will 
prompt them to not only offer soothing
words or gestures, but also reflect on 
the emotional and physical state of the 
crowd as a whole.

Thermochro-

matic  patch
Heat Reat = <100
Body Temp: diff = 0-1 oC

Heat Reat = <100
Body Temp: diff = 1-1.5 oC

Heat Reat = <100
Body Temp: diff = >2 oC

extremecrowd
!
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calm me down

calm me down

calm me down

Sense 02
Touch/Scent
Specifications:

Function: Soft Gloves Emit A Calming Scent, 
Prompting Soothing Human Contact

Sense: Touch and Scent

Material: Cotton terrycloth gloves, chamomile

Control: Manual

Principles: These gloves are made of soft terrycloth, 
which can be used to facilitate the calming 
and soothing power
of human touch on an agitated individual. 
Touching a stranger with bare hands can 
be construed as unusual or
threatening, but the use of soft fabric helps 
to dispel such fears and provide extra 
comfort for the person receiving
the soothing pat on the arm. In addition, 
packets of chamomile tea are embedded 
in the gloves, so a calming scent
is emitted whenever someone is stroked or 
squeezed.

extremecrowd
!
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5mm  paper  clay  

layer  embedded  in  

two  cotton  fabric

Sense 04
Memory
Specifications:

Function: To Memorialize and Transmit the Ex-
perience of Extreme Crowding

Sense: Memory

Material: Paper Clay

Control: Automatic

Principles: Being in an agitated crowd can be a 
dangerous experience. Memories of 
the occupation of this
environment should be documented. 
This short garment is filled with a layer 
of paper clay, which can preserve the
physical shoves, pushes, pokes and 
pressure of a crowd. Hopefully, this will 
provide an new understanding of such
occupations for those who have not 
experienced it.

extremecrowd
!
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Sense 03
Hearing
Specifications:

Function: Piano Keys Embedded into a Jacket 
Can Facilitate Playful Physicality and 
Nonthreatening Interact

Sense: Hearing

Material: Jacket, foldable electronic keyboard

Control: Manual

Principles: Songs and music have long been used to 
unite demonstrators and encourage peace 
and harmony. Piano
keys embedded into the fabric of a jacket 
can only convert close physical proximity 
(the pushing and bumping that
comes with being in a condensed crowd) 
into a playful experience, and dispel 
agitation and panic. In addition, the
keys can also be played to calm down an 
already nervous crowd, and bring a sense 
of harmony to a tense situation.

extremecrowd
!
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calm me down

calm me down
calm me down

calm me down

calm me down calm me down

calm me down
calm me down

calm me down

calm me down calm me down

calm me down
calm me down

calm me down

calm me down calm me down

calm me down
calm me down

calm me down

calm me down calm me down

calm me down
calm me down

calm me down

calm me down calm me down

calm me down
calm me down

calm me down

calm me downcalm me down

calm me down
calm me down

calm me down

calm me down calm me down

calm me down
calm me down

calm me down

calm me down calm me down

calm me down
calm me down

calm me down

calm me downcalm me down

calm me down
calm me down

calm me down

calm me down calm me down

calm me down
calm me down

calm me down

calm me down calm me down

calm me down
calm me down

calm me down

calm me down

Hacking for concious crowding
All of our prototypes were designed to facilitate calm and efficiency in densely crowded areas. 
However, they have also been designed with the Conscious Crowd in mind: those people who gather 
together in large numbers purposefully, to affect change.
Many of our prototypes can be “hacked” and converted into tools of unity, political agency, and 
aesthetic cohesion to facilitate a message’s spread through media outlets. the Basic Inflatable Unit 
can be used as a movable billboard, to display written messages and/or political slogans.
The “Sight” Unit can, when worn by a large number of people in a crowd, be used to convey a 
cohesive front that is so important for demonstrations that depend on man power to spread their 
message, either to oppositional parties or to new participants. The “Hearing” Unit can be used to 
facilitate anthems, chants and songs, which have a long history of use in the Civil Rights movement. 
We hope that others can continue to play with and modify these innovations, to spur greater unity and 
safety throughout crowds all over the world.
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Hacking for concious crowdingAll of our prototypes were designed to facilitate calm and efficiency in densely crowded areas. However, they have also been designed with the Conscious Crowd in mind: those people who gather together in large numbers purposefully, to affect change.Many of our prototypes can be “hacked” and converted into tools of unity, political agency, and aesthetic cohesion to facilitate a message’s spread through media outlets. the Basic Inflatable Unit can be used as a movable billboard, to display written messages and/or political slogans.The “Sight” Unit can, when worn by a large number of people in a crowd, be used to convey a cohesive front that is so important for demonstrations that depend on man power to spread their message, either to oppositional parties or to new participants. The “Hearing” Unit can be used to facilitate anthems, chants and songs, which have a long history of use in the Civil Rights movement. We hope that others can continue to play with and modify these innovations, to spur greater unity and safety throughout crowds all over the world.
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Hacking for  
concious 
crowding
All of our prototypes were designed to facilitate 
calm and efficiency in densely crowded areas. 
However, they have also been designed with the 
Conscious Crowd in mind: those people who 
gather together in large numbers purposefully, to 
affect change.
Many of our prototypes can be “hacked” 
and converted into tools of unity, political 
agency, and aesthetic cohesion to facilitate a 
message’s spread through media outlets. the 
Basic Inflatable Unit can be used as a movable 
billboard, to display written messages and/or 
political slogans.
The “Sight” Unit can, when worn by a large 
number of people in a crowd, be used to 
convey a cohesive front that is so important for 
demonstrations that depend on man power to 
spread their message, either to oppositional 
parties or to new participants. The “Hearing” 
Unit can be used to facilitate anthems, chants 
and songs, which have a long history of use in 
the Civil Rights movement. We hope that others 
can continue to play with and modify these 
innovations, to spur greater unity and safety 
throughout crowds all over the world.



Jae is an architect and the reader of Architecture CODE, 

which is the architecture and urban design team based on 

South Korea. His interest in architecture and urbanism is 

the urban in-between space; the relationship between a 

street and a building, a building façade and urban flows. He 

has got numerous awards like Korean Architecture Awards. 

Moreover, his recent project, Urban Openness, manipulated 

his architectural ideas and proposed the new typology in Seoul 

to have highly dense urban condition. In Urban openness, he 

not only tried to create the intermediary space between the 

street and the building but also provide the visual opening 

in-between buildings to people. This work will be published 

soon in magazines in Korea. He keeps doing his architectural 

and urban research at MIT; also got B.Arch. Engineering in 

Hanyang Univ. in Seoul, Korea. He has been trained as both 

an architect and a construction engineer for 4 years, and 

established his own office in 2009. Currently he is trying to 

expand his research, in-between relationship, to smaller scale 

such as wearables, which is the reason to take the class of Ute 

Meta Bauer’s “The Second Skin” class.

JAE
JAE Kyung Kim
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Sarah Hovsepian is a 
new graduate student in the Design and 
Computation Group in the Architecture 
Department at MIT. She graduated with a 
bachelors in Architecture this past June 
from California Polytechnic University of 
Pomona in Los Angeles.Her undergraduate 
thesis project this past year, explored soft 
mobile self-reconfiguring matter that illus-
trates the potential to be able to build struc-
tures in harsh environments such as Mars. 
Sarah studied ants for a year, and extracted 
a better understanding of concepts such as 
self-organization and self-replication, to 
understand how designers can utilize these 
concepts to affect and change physical 
manifestationsof our artificial environment. 
What does it mean to create architecture 
that is intelligent, robust, flexible, and 
dynamic, utilizing both top-down and 
bottom-up concepts in achieving global 
solutions, to meet our everyday needs? Her 
immediate goals for this class are to explore 
the boundaries between the physical and 
digital, how information is represented in 
both media, and investigating how a skin 
can become a new medium which not only 
functions to protect us from our environ-
ment, but also functions to capture, trans-
late and transfer data between user to user, 
user to second skin, user to environment, 
and second skin to environment. 

ChrisMalcolm is currently 
a graduate student pursuing a Masters of 
Architecture at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology. He recently received his 
undergraduate degree from the University 
of Florida and interested in how the utiliza-
tion of theory, design, digital technology, 
and socio-cultural can contribute to a posi-
tive change in society. During his final 
Undergraduate year, he participated in a 
digital architecture installation for the 
Beyond Media Spot on Schools interna-
tional architectural exhibition in Florence, 
Italy. This exhibition was about collaborat-
ing to create an installation with artists, 
visionaries, and architects all together from 
around the world .hat was more than just 
an architectural object, but also a piece 
that works at a humanistic and experiential 
level as well. Since then, the integration of 
multiple disciplines within the fields of 
design and technology has been a fascina-
tion of Chris’s, which is what led him to 
take the Bodywear/second skin class. He 
hopes to learn more of how we can design 
for the body within our harsh surroundings 
and contexts, through the crossover and 
interweaving of disciplines. His goal for this 
class is to attain a deeper sense of the 
relationship between the body and envi-
ronment through the research and collab-
orative efforts done in this class.

Jae Kyung Kim is an 
architect and the reader of Architecture 
CODE, which is the architecture and 
urban design team based on South 
Korea. His interest in architecture and 
urbanism is the urban in-between space; 
the relationship between a street and a 
building, a building façade and urban 
flows. He has got numerous awards like 
Korean Architecture Awards. Moreover, 
his recent project, Urban Openness, 
manipulated his architectural ideas and 
proposed the new typology in Seoul to 
have highly dense urban condition.  In 
Urban openness, he not only tried to 
create the intermediary space between 
the street and the building but also 
provide the visual opening in-between 
buildings to people. This work will be 
published soon in magazines in Korea. 
He keeps doing his architectural and 
urban research at MIT; also got B.Arch. 
Engineering in Hanyang Univ. in Seoul, 
Korea. He has been trained as both an 
architect and a construction engineer for 
4 years, and established his own office 
in 2009. Currently he is trying to expand 
his research, in-between relationship, to 
smaller scale such as wearables, which 
is the reason to take the class of Ute 
Meta Bauer’s “The Second Skin” class. 

  

Katia Zolotovsky is a 
SMArchS student in the Design & Compu-
tation group, Department of Architecture. 
She holds two degrees, B.Sc. in Biology 
(1997) and B.Arch (2006) from the Tech-
nion - Israel Institute of Technology. 
Katia's initial interest to computation 
evolved during her final project in 
T_CODE, Technion Computer Oriented 
Design. The project was dealing with the 
relation between the digital and the craft 
tools in the architectural design methodol-
ogy. During the last year, Katia has partici-
pated in the international workshop 
"Architectural Knitted Surfaces"
(http://www.shenkar.ac.il/english/downloa
d/files/ArchitecturalKnittedeng_6.pdf ), a 
unique collaboration between Shenkar 
Institute and CITA: Center for Information 
Technology and Architecture- Copenha-
gen. During the workshop she was model-
ing textile surfaces computationally, using 
parametric tools such as Paracloudand 
Grasshopper, at a level that takes into 
account both the performance of the 
surface as a whole, and the condition of 
the individual stitch, as well as the pattern, 
texture and shaping. By embedding con-
ductive wires in the knitted pattern, the 
knitted surfaces were manipulated vie 
sensors and actuators, to achieve desired 
behavior. 

Sarah Hovsepian is a 
new graduate student in the Design and 
Computation Group in the Architecture 
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